At our root, we believe that sustainable business growth is only possible when you bring together the best purpose-led talent, and that is what you will find in our Finance team. From Finance Business Partners to Accountants to the broad range of specialists in Expertise Services, everyone works together to achieve our ambitions and build a better business and a better world.

Three Ways You'll Learn With Us

• Through formal learning: with in-house training
• Through experience: with hands-on project work
• Through people: work with experts in their fields and benefit from a buddy system

The Finance Experience You’ll Get On The Unilever Future Leaders Programme

FINANCE EXCELLENCE
Gain a thorough understanding of our business, categories and brands in detail and deliver decision support expertise and process excellence in the core business cycle.

BUSINESS PARTNERING
Embed best practice and offer financial expertise in critical decision-making in the business.

EXPERTISE

FINANCE CONTROL
Develop financial accounting, reporting and control skills as well as provide objectivity and challenge to the business.

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL EXPOSURE
Short exposure in other departments to understand the inter-dependencies Finance has with these functions.

INTERNATIONAL STINT
International exposure to understand other markets, cultures and best practices.